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THEY DESTROYED MY LIFE THAT NIGHT, BUT THE REAL NIGHTMARE CAME AFTER.QUINNI

prayed for a way out, but all I got was Arsen.I didnâ€™t know if I was trading one hell for

another.Heâ€™s no hero, and Iâ€™m no princess in a tower.But when he holds me in his strong

arms.I can forget the pain. Forget the fearâ€”and believe those words he whispers in my

ear:â€œYouâ€™re mine. Now and forever.â€•ARSENWe picked her up wandering the

highway.Something about her made me stop. Made me take a second look.When I found out what

happened to her, something inside of me snapped.I didnâ€™t need Quinn turning my life upside

down.But Iâ€™m in too deep and I wonâ€™t stop.Sheâ€™s mine, and I aim to keep it that way.Even

if it means doing the unthinkable Even if it means starting a goddamn war.ARSEN is a full-length,

standalone romance novel with steamy hot sex, NO CHEATING, strong language, a happily every

after ending and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains dark and disturbing themes, and over the top

sexiness that may be uncomfortable for some readers. Perfect for fans of Joanna Blake, Alexa

Riley, Devon Hartford, Sabrina Paige, Winter Renshaw, Vanessa Waltz, Emilia Kincade and

Melanie Harlow
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Wow, just wow! This book is incredible. This is the first book I have ever read by Kathryn Thomas

but it will not be the last. I only read this because I have KU and even then I hesitated. Every review

seemed to be an ARC. I love reviews and always read them before I start a book but I searched for

reviews from verified purchases and there were none. I thought maybe the lack of verified

purchases was because it is a part of KU but I quickly scanned the reviews and all I saw were

ARC's and only 4 and 5 star reviews. That is not to say that an ARC review is not "honest" but let's

just say I am a suspicious person. I am so glad I decided to give this a try.This book is fresh and

interesting. The hero is definitely an outlaw but he is also smart and clever. This is not instant love

or instant healing after rape. The plot and dialogue felt so real. I loved that for a change. I enjoy

violent books. I want action and adventure with my romance and this gives it to me but also with a

dose of realism. Sometimes in these books so many people get killed that you wonder how they

could possibly get away with it. They get away with it in this book also but they carefully plan

everything including their alibis. I enjoyed that extra dose of realism.If you enjoy MC books or even

just action with your romance I think you will love this. Don't let the author's warning put you off like

it did me. There is no cheating in this book but it is definitely gritty in other ways! Just like I like!!! So

this is my honest, non-ARC review.

The first book ,Arsen, ends at 50%. The storyline of the book was great. Arsen was a good

character and you fall in love with his big heart but I think the book should have went into more

detail about the characters,so disappointed with that. The second book,no. This book is not an MC

book. It's a book about sex challenges and fights,it has nothing to do with an MC except they call

themselves that. Waste of time.

The first story was good and I enjoyed it even though I feel that she recovered pretty quickly from

her experience...but the second story was a waste of space and time it took to read it..3 stars for the

first story..

The whole storyline was good but I didn't enjoy reading it as much as I thought I would. Its almost

anticlimactic. This is a read and delete book for me.

The book Arsen, ends about 50% of the way through and there's a bonus book for the second half.

If you're not aware of this, the ending to Arsen seems abrupt. Arsen was ok as a story but I agree



he was a little too nice to be believed as an outlaw president of an mc. He needed more grit and to

seem a little harder to be believable. Overall, an ok read but I didn't like it enough to read the bonus

book or anything else by this author.

This was a very good book. The story caught your attention from the very first. The shifting back and

fourth was a little confusing at the very first but it doesn't take you long to get in the swing of the

story. Hope you read and enjoy this book as much as I did.

Oh my word --poor tragic, abused Quinn. Then, along rides, big bad biker Arsen who just happens

to stop and pick her up when she is stumbling along the side of the road when no one else did.

Therein starts the wonderful story of these two hurt souls who manage to heal each other. Of

course, it isn't an easy road. In Quinn's case, can't tell you much why without spoilers but you will

want to read why and find out. This was such an awesome read!!! I read this story non-stop -- I just

couldn't quit until I finished their story. I so love this couple and how they ended =D Buy it now --

hurry up and join their love affair. You will be oh so glad you did.I received a complimentary copy of

this book for an honest review. This was also my first book by this author, but it will not be my last.

I received this book as an ARC in exchange for an honest review. "Arsen" is an MC book with a lot

of action. Arsen is the leader of the club, and Quinn is the nearly broken woman he rescues.

Kathryn Thomas gives her readers two damaged characters who find what they need to heal within

the other. Unlike many books of this genre, Thomas avoids two of the major stereotypes. Often, the

female lead is week or does irrational things. Quinn is well-developed and amazingly strong. The

author also avoids the insta-love story. The story develops in such a way that the relationship

between the two characters seems to be organic. Overall, "Arsen" provides a very satisfying read.

With her well-developed characters and detailed storyline, I have found a new author to add to my

favorites.
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